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Abstract
'I'his paper analyzes the evolution of conventions in a socieLy with local interaction and mobile players. Our rnodel departs from existing work on endogenous
interaction models by assuming Lhat Lhe players can only imperfectly observe the
strategies played outsidc Lheir own neighbourhood. As a consequence, they cannot optimally adjust Lheir straLegies afLer moving to a new neighbourhood. It is
shown that, unless the players are absolutely unable to observe play at Lhe new
location, the unique stochastically stable state is the efficient eyuilibrium. This
confirms the result that player mobility promotes e(ficient conventions. However,
mobility alone does not auffice to ensure efficiency. In addition, there must be a
positive probability that players be able Lo obaerve play aL a new location.

Keywords: Bounded Rationality; Evolution of Conventions; Mobility; Incomplete
Observability
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Introduction

In recent years, there has been considerable interest in coordination problems
in games. When a game possesses several strict equilibria, the traditional refineme.nts of Nash equilibrium are not applicable. On the other hand, st.rong
selection results have been derived from evolutionary learning models, where the
members of a large population are repeatedly pairwise matched to play the game,
and strategies are chosen according to a sirnple rule of Lhumb. While most models are based on the hypothesis oí randorn malchiray among the mernbers of the
'I am grateful to Eric van Damme, Martin Dufwenberg, Frederic Yalomino, and Alex Possajennikov for helpful discussiona and comrqents. Financial support was provided by a TMR
grant from the European Commissíon. CentER's hospitality is gratefully acknowledged.
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population (e. g. Binmore and Samuelson (1994), Kandori et al. (1993), Yuung
(1993)), an increasing number of papers deals with local intcraclion struclurr..
(e. g. Anderlini and lanni (1996), Berninghaus and Schwalbc (199Aa,b), Buycr
and Orléan (1992), Blume (1993), Ellison (1993), Eshel et al. (1996)). In these
models, each playec is matched only with a subset of the population, her neighbourhood. With respect to equilibrium selection resrrlts, however, the matching
mechanism seems to be irrelevant: The models almost invariably select the risk
dominant eyuilibrium (a concept introduced by I[arsanyi and Selten (1988)) as
the unique stable outcome, independent of the underlying interaction structure.
This result holds even if the risk dominant equilibrium is Pareto-dominated by
another equilibrium, a fact that contradicts efficiency considerations. On the
other hand, receut work by Ely (1995) and Oechssler (]999) has shown that the
selection of the risk dominant equilibrium is due to the presumption of an exogenously fixed interaction structure. In their models, the players can choose Lheir
neighbourhoods by moving between locations. Strategies and locations are determined according to the best reply rule which is characterized by each player's
choosing the strategy~location pair which rnaximizes her average expected payoff
whenever it is her turn to move. In this setting, the payotT dominant equilibrium
can be the unique stable outcome. [n Oechssler's det.erministic model, this is the
case i[both conventions are initially present iu the population. Ely (1995) shows
that, if noise is introduced to the model by allowing the playcrs to "make misLakesn, i. e. to play another than the intended strategy with a small probability in
each period, only states where all players coordinate on the efíicient eyuilibrium
are stochastically stable. 'I'he explarration for this result is very intuitive: '1'he
inefficient eyuilibriurn can be upset by a single player's moving to an unoccupied
location and playing the strategy corresponding to the ef~icient e,yuilibrium. All
other players will then follow as soon as they get the chance to rnove. Conversely,
in a situation where all players initially play the elficient equilibrium, no player
would follow if any nurnber of players (short of the entire population) moved to
another location to play the risk dominant but inetííc:ient equilibrium. As a consequence, the risk dorninant equilibrium is rnuch more likely to be destabilized
by "trembles" than the efficient eyuilibriunr.
The results derived by Ely (1995) and Oechssler (1994) rely on the assumpt.ion
that each playcr be able Lo observc the individual strat.egies and payoffs of all ot.her
playcrs in thc cnt,irc populatiou and, what, is morc, to takc all this inforrnat,ion iuto
account when choosing her strategy. However, in the context of local interaca,ion,
and especially in the case of large populations usually considered in evolutionary
modcls, it. is natural to presume that players have loca! informalion in the scnse
that they are "better" informed about their neighbours' doings than about what
is going on at other locations. Moreover, we believe that the limited capacity to
gather, memorize and make use of information is an essential feature of bounded
rationality. Thcrefore, the present modcl departs from thc framcwork of Iay
(1995) and Oechssler (1994) by assuming that a player who has just rnoved to a
,~

new location be only imperfectly able to observe thc strategy profilc, prevailing
at that locat.ion. As a consequcnce, the playcrs cannot opl.irnally adjusL t.hcir
stratcgics immediately after nioving, becausc thcy dctect Lhc "right" strategy
only with a certain probability. It will be shown that the selection of the payoff
dominant equilibrium can be sustained as long as this probability is positive.
That is, efficient conventions will prevail in the long run unless the players are
absolutely unablc to adjust their strategies after moving. On the other hand, if
it is impossible. for a player to observe play at a new location, or if players do not
get a chance to adjust their strategies directly after moving, only risk dominant
equilibria will be stochastically stable. Thus, mobility alone docs not guarantce
eflicieut conventions. IL is a necessary but noL a sufficient condit,ion. In addition,
the players rnust be able to observe play at different locations at Icast with a
small probability.
Independently of this paper, a similar idea has been punucd be 13haskar and VcgaRedondo (1996). They retain the assumption of perfect observability of the play of
the game in the entire population, but introduce friction to the mocíel by assuming
t,hat the players are able to adjust their strategics only with a certain probahility
in cach pcriod. This friction mighL prevcnt a player from moving to a location
where another strategy is played, namely when her expected payo(f aíter moving
is smaller than her current payoff, where the expectation is formed conditional on
the probability with which the player is able to adjust her strategy. Bhaskar and
Vega-Redondo compare two classes of coordination games with Pareto-rankable
equilibrium payoffs, namely pure coordination games and stag hunt garnes. '1'he
latter are characterized by the following peculiarity in payoffs: Rach player preíers
the opponent to play the strategy correspondiug to the eHicient eyuilibriurn, even
if the playcn c~rself plans to play the other strategy.r As a conseyuence, therc is a
strong incentive for the players to move Lo locations where the e(ficient equilibrium
is played. 'Pherefore, only the eHicient equilibriurn is stochastically stable in stag
hunt games. In pure coordination games, irr contrast, both equilihria can be
stochastically stable, provided Lhat all players are rnobile. Introducing some
immobile players to thc model reestablishes Lhe familiar prevalence of Lhe risk
dominant equilibrium as uniyue stochastically stable state.
'I'he main di(ference between this model and the one of 13haskar and Vega
Redondo is their assumption that the friction caused by the possibility of not
being able to optimally adjust one's strategy is explicitly taken into account in
the players' calculating their expectated payoff at a new location. Since these,
calculations are carried out before the players decide whether to move or not.,
this friction might act.ually deter Lhem from moving. 'I'his is not the case in our
model. In contrast, it is assumed that a player mov~ with a positive proba1Formally, if the game were described by a payoR matrix like in (1) below, a stag hunt gamc
would diaplay thc following ranking of payoffs: a) c, d 1 6 (siuce (x,x) and (y,y) are strict
equilibria), d ~ a(Lhe cyuilibrium (y, y) ia efficient), and b 1 a(whereas pure coordination
game.w arr characterizecl by b G a).
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bility whenever she observes a higher average payoff (across players) at another
loc:ation, compared with the maximal payoff gained at her own present location.
This behaviour is less sophisticated since the the players in our model do not
have to perfortn any computations in order to determine their expected payoff.
Instead, all they have to do is to compare di(ferent payofís, and then pick the
most attractive location, i. e. the one with the highPSt average payoff. Further,
the dynamics considered by Bhaskar and Vega-Redondo is based on a"better
reply rule", whereas the present model presumes imitating behaviour on the part
of the players. Again, the latter requires a lesser degrce of sophistication because
it disregards strategic considerations of any kind.
The papcr is organized as follows. The next sectiun provides an inforrnal description o( the model, and gives an intuitive, motivation for our assumptions
concerning the players' bchaviour. Section 3 presents the model, the dynamics oí
which are discussed in section 4. In section 5, we briefly describe a new method
to determine stochastically stable sets, which was developed by Glenn Ellison
(1995). In section 6, equilibrium selection results are derived. Section 7 discusses
several extensions of the model, and section 8 concludes.

2

Informal Description of the Model

Imagine a network of adjoining cities or regions (locations), inhabited by the members of a large but finit,e population of players. In each period, each inhabitant of
a location is pairwise matched with all other inhabitants of that location, as well
as with all inhabitants of neighbouring locations, to play a coordination gamc.
hamiliar exarnples which fit to Lhis setting includc 1.he circular interaction structure (e. g. Ellison (1993)), where interaction takes place between neighbouring
locations on a circular line; or the grid structure (e. g. I3ernitrghaus and Schwalbe
(19946)), where each location is represented by a node of a lattice.
Ylayers can choose their neighbourhoods by rnoviug freely betweY~u locations.
While Ely (1995) assumes that the oppurtunity to move or to change one's strategy occurs only with a certain probability in each period, we assumc that each
player can do both with probability one. However, a player's ability to adjust her
strategy at a new location depends on her ability to observe thc strategy profile
prevailing at that location. We assume that a player can observe the strategies
played in her neighbourhood with certainty only if she has intcracted with these
neighbours at least once. In this case, her strategy is determined by an imitation rule: She adopts the strategy which gained the highest payoff in her present
neighbourhood in the previous period. Compared with other learning rules considered in the literature, e. g. the best reply rule employed in the models of Ely
(1995) and Oechssler (1994), the imitation rule has the advantage of minimizin,y
the degree of sophisticatíon required on the part of the players. This seems to
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bc one of the major objectives in modeling boundedly rational behaviour. As
Conlisk (199:i, p.32) writes: `... in specifying adaptive rules, 1 should aim for low
levels oí player sophistication. The weaker the player sophistication, the stronger
the support for the Nash equilibrium'. ]n the model presented here, the players are extremely unsophisticated: 'I'hey do noL try t.o forecast their opponents'
strategies, or play a best reply to current or past strategy distributions. In fact,
they need not even know that they are playing a game, since the learning process does not require strategic considerations or computations of any kind. The
strategy adjustment process considered herc requires even less sophistication than
the very general adaptive lcarning processes as defined by Milgrom and Roberts
(1991), whem players are supposed to choose only those strategies that are a best.
reply to at least one strategy profile observed in the history of the game.
Instead of imitating the most successful strategy in her present neigtrbourhood, a
player might consider moving to another location. The decision to move is based
on the players' inforrnation with respect to thc payofís gained at other locat.ions.
While each player can perfectly observe the strategy profile and the payoffs gained
by each strategy in their own neighbourhood (i. e. their own present location and
the ones connected to it), they have no information about the strategies played
outside this neighbourhood. Iiowever, the average payoff across players gained
at every location is public knowledge. That is, each player is informed about the
strategy choices made by the people she interacts wit.1r, but can observe only a
statistic about the "success" of people living outside Lheir own neighbourhood.
Ilence, a player's dacision to move can depend only on this statistic. We assumc
Lhat a playcr wants Lo move only if the
at least as high as thc maximurn possible
location. Note that, in this case, there is
increase her payoff by moving even if the
equal to the maximal payoff earned in her
that the player might expect I,o do bettcr

avcragc payoff at the new loc.ation is
payoff currently gained aL her present
a chance that the playe.r can actually
average payoff at the new location is
present neighbourhood. The reason is
than thc average at the new location.

For players who have just moved, the imitation rule is not defined. However,
we allow for the possibility of gathering some information about. p~5t play at
the new location after the player's move, but before she determines her strategy.
More precisely, we assume that a player who has just moved gets the chance
to observe (and imitate) the most successful strategy at the new location with
probability p, whereas she remains ignoranL and sticks to her old strategy with
probability 1- p. The assumption of perfect information made by Ely (1995) and
Oechssler (1994) corresponds to the extreme case of p- 1, whereas p- 0 means
that players have absolutely no information about the strategies played at the new
location. Thus, p measures the players' ability Lo learn the strategy profile playcd
at a new location. Alternatively, one could imagine t.hat the players have perfect
iufurmation, but their strat,egy adjustment is subject to friction (see Hhaskar and
Vega-Etedondo (1996)). In that interpretation, p would be the probability with
which a player gets the opportunity to adjust her strategy after moving, and the
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rctnaining probability (1 -p) would indicate somc degrec of inerlia or énJlexifii(it y
on Lhc part of thc playcrs. At any ratc, thc main result of this paper shows
that evolution will select efficient conventions as long as p is positive. That is,
the results of Ely (1995) and Oechssler (1994) are robust even if we allow for
impcrfcct obscrvability or friction.

3

The Model

There is a large but finite population I-{ 1, ..., N} of players and a finite set G,
~G~~ 2, af locations which arc represented by the nodes of a graph. Two locations
L, M E G are connected if the respective nodes of the graph are cottnected by an
edge. Let C(L) C G denote the uhion of the set of all ]ocations connected to I,
with L itself. The notion of connectivity is symmetric: I, E C(M) q M E C(L).
We place no further restrictions on the interaction structure except for excluding
the trivial case of full connectivity', i. e. we assume that there exist at least two
locations L, M with L~ C(M).
Time is discrete. At the beginning of each period t, each player i E 1 chooses
a location a~ E G. 'I'he neighbourhood of player i in t is defined by the sct of
players C(a~)~{i}, the elements oC which are referred to as }tcr neighbours. ACter
locations are chosen, each player cttooses a strategy s; E {x, y}. [?ach player is
then characterized by a strategy-location pair v; :- (s;, ~`). The state oJ the
system at time t is a vector o-` -(s`, a`), where the vector s` -(s`)!~ r indicates
a strategy for each player, and a` -(a;)N ~ indicates the locations of the players.
Let ~; denote the set of all possible states of the system. Further, let n~ denotc
the number of inh~bitants of location !, in state o`.

In each period t, after locations are deterrnined, each player is tnatched with cach
of her neighbours (simultaneously or sequentially) to play a coordination gante
x

x I y
a,a b, c

y

c, 6

(1)

d, d

Coordinat.ion games are characterized by Lhe existence oC two strict Nash equilibria,
(x, x) and (y, y), i. e. a 1 c and d~ b. 1'he most intcrc~sting casc is Lhc onc whcrc
one of the equilibria, say (x, x), is risk dorninant, whereas the other one is payoff
dominant, i. e. (a - c) ~(d - b) and a c d. The focus of the present paper is on
this ca.4e. As an example, consider the game

x
y

r

~~

3, :i
0,2

'l, 0
4,4

~Full connectivity would be equivalent to the case of a single location.

ó

3.1

Location Choice

At the beginning of each period, each player observes the strategies played in
her ncighbo„rhood in the previous period, as well as the payoíf gained by cach
strategy in her neighbourhood. She cannot observe the strategies and payoKs
outside this neighbourhood. However, the average payoff across p}ayers at each
location is public knowledge. Formally3, let c~, :- E~yE~(Lln~ denote the number
of players living in C(L) in state o, and suppose that vL of these players chose x,
vL G c~. Then, the average payoff gained by an x-player at location L in state ois
~~(L,a)--

(nl, - 1)ra -~ (ct, - vi,)b
,
c~-I

(3)

and the average payoff gained by a y-playcr is
~v(~,~)--

VLC ~- (CI. - VL - } )lI

cL-}

.

(`l)

Further, we must specify the payo(f gained by "lone,rs", i. c. players who havc no
ueighbours to interact with. This might occur if a player moves to a formerly
uninhabited neighbourhood.

We assume that such a player receives a reservation

PayoÍ~

a~ G min{a,b,c,d}.

(5)

The average payoff across players (more precisely, the average over the average
payoffs)4 at G is given by
~r(L,a) :-

ZL~m(L,o) } (nL - zL)~v(L~a)

(6)

nL

(where zL is the number of x-players at l,) for n~ ~ 2, rr(I,,o) - n~ for n~ - 1,
and it is undefined othrrwise.
At the beginning of each period l, each playcr observes thc strategics aud payoffs
gained at her own location in period t-1, as wcll as the averagc payoffs n( l,, o-'-' )
gained at other locations !, ~ a;. She then chooses the location with the highest
observed payoff. More precisely, a playcr i with o-; -(s;,a;) will move to the
location
arg max rr(L, o-)
I,EL

if

max a(L, o) ~ max{nr(a;, v), av(a;, o)},
LEL
-

3'fhc Litnc index is ornittcd for casc of notation.
41t is asvumed that playcrx care about averagc payolfe rather than total payofís becausr thc
former are the adequate mcasure of `fiUress' in evolutionary modcls. Moreovcr, the latter depend
on the number of players in the neighbourhood such that celerrs parióus more crowded locations
would be preferred. An alternative matching procedure compatible with our assumption would
be that each player ie matched with just one of her neighboura, each match having probability
1~(c~ - 1), and care about the ezpecled paqoB.
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and stay at, a; otherwisc. 'I hat is, a playcr rnovcs to anothcr location if and only
if Lhe avr.ragc payoff gained them is at least as high as the maximal payo(f gaiucd
aL her own present location. Otherwise she will stay and imitate the "bctter"
strategy at hcr presenL location. If there is more Lhan one location where the
average payo(f is maximal, the player randomizes between all these locations,
choosing each with equal probability.

3.2

Strategy Choice

After locations have been determined, each player chooses a strategy for the game
which is then played against all her neighbours. The rule according to which
strategies are chosen depends on whether a playcr hati moved at the beginning of
the period or not. If a player i has not moved at the beginning of period t, she
adheres to an imitalion rute: she adopts the strategy which gained the highest.
payoff in C(a;) in the previous period. That is, players at location !, who have
not moved choose strategy x if ar(I,,o) ) rry(h,Q), which is equivalent Lo

cf,(d-6) }a-d
v~~

a-ci-d-b

-.v~,

(7)

arrd they choose y if the reverse ineqcrality Irolds, wtrich is equivalent to
wt :- c[, - vL ~

cc(a-c)-a~d
a-c~d-b

-: w'.

(8)

If both strategies earned the same payoff, the player randomizes, placing positive
probability on both strategies.
In contrast., players who have changed their location at the beginning of period
l r.annot ar c urttcly obsorvc t.hr~ strategy pro(ilc a1. t.hc new loca.t.iun. As a consequence, the irnitation rulc is not defincd for these players. We assurne LhaL a
player who has just moved gets the chance to gather new information about the
strategy profile at that location. After arriving at. the new location, she observes
the strategies played there in the previous period with probability p. In this case,
she will imitate the strategy which gained thc highest. (average) payoff at the new
location in t- 1. With the remaining probability 1- p, she is unable to observc
the strategies at the new location. In this case, it is assumed that she sticks to her
previous strategy, which might or might not be the onc with the highest payoff
at the new location.s
SAILcrnativcly, one could atisnrnr Lhat a playcr wlio liati iust movrd ob.~~rws Lhc s1.r.cLr~gy
profile at the new location with probability p'. With thc remaining probability 1- y', she~
randomizes between both strategies (instcad of sticking to hcr previous strategy), playing th~~
'right' one with probability q and the `wrong' one with prohability 1- q. In this case, the
overall probability o( picking the strategy with the highest payotf would bc p- ti t( I - p')q.
Our model thus includes this alternative as a special casc.

H

4

The Dynamics

'I'h,~ Icch:wiunr:cl rnl, :ti d,wrribccl in Lhc ~cn~viuus sc~'I,iun d„finc a vluc h:4til.ic pn,c c~vv
on the state space Z;. As the state space is (inite, and eacó player's decisions
concerning strategy and location choice depend only on the state in the previous
period, this process constitutes a Markov chain. This Markov chain is formulated
explicitly below.
ncnote t.hc maximal avcragc payoff ovcr localions in statc Q by
~mar(a) - max a(l,, o),
t,E[

(,y)

and the set of locations at which the average payoff is maximal by
Lma~(o) :- {L E C~~r(L,o) - nma~(o)}.

(10)

In order to determine the transition probabílities of individual locations and
strategies, let 6;(a) be a function of the sign of the difference between the maximal ave.ragc payoff at other locations and t.he rnaximal payoff at the player's own
location iu statc a:
b; ()-!
o - l

0

1

if nma~(a) c rnax{n~(~~, a), ~v(~„ a)}
.

( f 1)

otherwise

Finally, let b(L,a) denote the strategy that gains the highest average payofC at
location L in state o:
b(L,o) :- arg

max n,(L,o).
~E{x,y}

(}2)

With this notation, player i's behaviour can be described as follows: [f b;(a`) - 0,
player i will not move: a;f` - a~. Further, i will imitate the most successful
strategy at her location: s,`tr - b(a;, o`). On the other hand, if 6;(0`) - I, player
i will move to a;}r - L with probability l~~l,ma~(Q`)~ for all L E l.,,,a~(o`). At
the new location L, player i will then play strategy b(I,, o`) with probability p,
and stick t.o her previous strategy s`, with probability (1 -p). 'I'o summarize, the
individual transition probability from any state o; to a;}c is given by
prob(o;t~~a~) [I - b,(Q`)] for a~ti
(ai, b(ai, ~~)),

ót(a`)P for o,tf~ - (L,b(L,Q ~ )), l,
E l,ma~(o ~ ),
~Lma~(?`~
e
ó~(~ )(1 é p)
for o;ti -(L,,S~), L E Lma~(o`),
~Lmas(~ )I

and 0 otherwise. The overall transition probabilities of the system are given by
prob(o`t'~oc) - II;E~ prob(o;tr~o;)

9

(13)

These transition probabilities define a finite Markov chain on the state space ~.
We are interested in aósorGing states of the sysLem, i. e. staLes Lhat, once enterecl,
cannot be left again. Suc:h states are stationary over time in the sense that no
player changes either her strategy or her IocaLion any more.
Definition 1 A state o' -(s`,a') E E is absorbing ijprob(a'~o') - 1.
The following proposition states that, in an absorbing state, all players must live
at the sarne location since, as long as there is more than one inhabited location,
there will be a positive probability that sorne players move.
Proposition 1 IJa' -(s`, a') E Z is aósorGiny, lhcn a~ - a~ for all i, j E l.
Proof. Suppose v' be absorbing but there exist two inhabited locations: 3L, L'
with nt, ~ 0 and n~, ~ 0. As a" is absorbing, iL must be that prob(~;trtll ~
~;r) - 0 for all i E I. A ncccssary condition for Lhis is
max{a~(L,Q'),rrv(L,a')} ~ a,na~(o`)

and
max{a~(L',v'),rrv(L,',cr')} 1 nma,(a`).
W. 1. o. g. suppose L,,,,,(v') - l,. That is, either
a~(L,o`) ~ nme:(o`)

and

nv(L,a`) C nma.(~~),

)

and

rry(L,?') ~ rrmax(~').

or
7rr(L,O`) G 7rmax(O'

In the first case, x gains a higher payof[ than y and, as a consequence, all ,y
players want to switch to s. In the second case, the reverse holds. }n any case,
this is a contradiction to o' being an absorbing state.
t]
Hence, absorbing states are characterized by a single inhabited location.

It is

obvious that, in such a state, all players musL earn thc same payoff (or else somo
playcrs wuuld want, to ~ hangc thcir stralegics). 'I'hcrc~ arr f.wo rlilfcrcnt, types uf
absorbing st aLcs: 'I'hosc whi~rc only x is played, and Lhosc whcrc only y is played."
Wc call such states co~nventions.
Definition 2 A state o' -(s`, a') is a convention ijs; - s~ and a~ - a~ Jor all
i,jE l.
Proposition 2 states a well known result from the theory of Markov chains~,
na.nrely that the process convergcs to onc of the absorbíng states with probabilit.y
onr a.ti titnc gocs to in(inity.
óStates where both etrategies are played cannot be abscxhing since there is always a positive
probability that some playere change their strategies.

~c. g. Kemeny~Snell (]976), Theorem 3.1.1, p.43.
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Proposition 2 As time lends townrds inJinity, the process converges to a convention witle probability one, irrespective oJ the initin! state.
However, which of the possible conventions will be reached in the long run depends
on the initial state of the system. In order to arrive at concrete equilibrium
selection results, we employ thP concept of stochastic stability. 'I'o this end, noise
will be introduced to the process by allowing for the players to make mistakes
occasionally.

5

Stochastic Stability

Suppose that in each period there is a small probability (independent across
players and periods) c~ 0 that cach player "trembles" or "makes a rnistaker
i. e. chooses another than the intended stratcgy and~or location, such that all
strategy-location pairs have positive probabilitys. It follows that each state of
Lhe system can be reached from every other state. '1'hat is, we have an ergodic
Markov chain which has a unique stationary distrihution. We thcn obtain the
limit distribution of the process from the unique stationary distribution by letting
the probability of mistakes vanish. By the now wcll known rnethod of perturbed
Markov chains int.roduced by E~reidlin and Went,zel (1984), and further devcloped
by Samuclson (1992), Kandori et al. (1993), Young (199:I), and I?ly (1995), iL can
be shown that the states which have positive probability in the limit distribution,
referred to as stocha.ctically stable states, form a subset of the set of absorbing
states of the model with no noise. Further, the stochastically stable states are
those absorbing states with the largest basins of attraction. A basin of attraction
of a state a is the set of all states from which the unperturbed process converges
to o- with probability one, and its si2e is inversely related to the minimal tot,al
number of mistakes required to reach this basin irom all other absorbing states.
T'hat is, the concept of thc lirnit. distribnt.ion allows us t,o sclect, a subset of the
set o~absorbing states of the model with no noisc. '1'he focus o[ thie paper is on
determining stochastically stable conventions. 'I'o this end, we use a new method
developed by Ellison (1995).

5.1

Ellison's Method

Define the set of all a conventions by E~ :- {o -(s, a)~s; -~, 1; - a~t1i, j E I},
and analogously the set of all y-conventions by ~:y :- {o -(s, a)~s; -,y, a; a~t1i, j E I}. 'I'he set of absorbing states of the process with no trembles (c - 0)
is ~~UEs. In order to sort out those conventions thal. have positivc probability in
the limit distribution, we employ the concepts of radius and coradius of a basin of
dln evolutionary models, such trembles are reCerred to as mutations.
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attraction of a set of absorbing states, introduced by Ellison ( 1995). First, somc~
additional notation has to be introduced.
Let 12 C 2~~ U E:y be a set of absorbing states of the model with no noise (e - 0).
'I'he óasin of attraction of S2, denoted by U(S2), is the set of all states from which
the Markov process converges to a state in S2 with probability one:
D(S2) :- {a E 2:~prob(3r such t.hat ac E St t1t ~ r~oo - a) - 1}.
Intuitively speaking, the radius of the set D(S2) is the number of trembles (in thc
model with noise) necessary to leave this set, starting from a state in S2. Write
c(a, o') Cor the number of independent sirnultaneuus trembles necessary for the
system to Lransit. from stat,e n- to state a'. 'I'hal. is, c(.) utcasures thr, trattsition
cost between these states in terms of these trembles. Further, define a path by
a finite seyur.nce ( o' , o~, ... , ar) of distinct states. The cost of such a path is
defined by
c(o~,~~,

. ,QT) - Ei-ic(ot,oefi).

'I he radius uf S2 is the "cheapesL" path that leads from any state in S2 to any
other state outside the ba.vin of attraction of S2.
Definition 3 The radius of the óasin of altractinrr of a sell2 C 2:~U2:y is dcfincd
by
IZ(S2) :-

min c(o',...,o') s. t. rr' E S2,o-' ~ D(S2).
(a~....,o~)

'I'he path (o',...,v') defining the radius of D(S2) 1.hus describes the "cheapest
way out" o! that set. [n rnost cases, it will be seen Lhat this path iuvolves but,
a single trausition, i. e. it consists of two states onl,y. ln this case, the cheapest
way out is realized by a direct transition frorn a st,ate in S2 to a state outside
D(S2). Intuitively, the larger the radius, the "costlier" (in terms of trembles) it is
to leave the set. Put differently: '['he larger the radius, the more improbable is
the event that simultaneous mistakes by individual players shift the system away
from this set and thus into the basin of attraction of another absorbing set.
Conversely, the coradius of the basin of attraction of a set of absorbing states
is de(ined by the number of trembles necessary to reach this seL from the rnosL
"unfavourablen absorbing state outside the set, i. e. from the state where the
minimum number of trembles required to reach U(S2) is maximized.
Definition 4 The coradius of the basin oJ altraclion of a set 52 C E~ U Zy is
deftned by
CR(S2) :- max min c(a',...,v') s. t. o' E D(S2).
o~~n fo~,...,o~)
The coradius thus measures the cost to reach U(S2) frorn any other absorbing set.
Thus, the coradius of a set defines the "most expensive of the cheapest. ways" into
the basin of attraction of that set. The srnaller the coradius, the likelier is the
1'l

event that simultaneous trembles shift the system írom any absorbing state to
some statc in D(S2).9 F:Ilison's main result'o states that a set oí states is stochastically stable if the radius of its basin of attraction exceeds the coradius. Formally,
let ~(r) dcnote the unique stationary dist.ribut,ion of the ergodic Markov chain
defined by the transition probabilities prob(v`t'~o`) together with the probabilities of trembles given by e, and write ~' :- lirn~.yo p(e) for the limit distribution
of this process. The limit set, i. e. the set of stochastir.ally stable states, is defined
by
Z` :- {rr E Lr U Zv~l~~(o) ~ 0}.
If wc definc Ir'(S2) :- ?;,,ECrh'(a), wc can writc h'(Z~) - 1.

Theorem 1 !ór any it C Zs U 2~y, iJ fZ(Sl) ~ CR(S2), thcn L' C fl, i. e.
l~`(~) - 1.
I'rnoJ. F.Ilison (1995), '1'hcorcrn 1 on pagc 16.

O

'1'he theorelYl states that, if the radius of the basin of attraction of a set S2 exceeds
the coradius, all stochastically stable states are contained in S2. 'I'he intuitive
explanation is t,hat it is easier to rcach S2 froni any othcr absorbing seL, than t,o
reach any other absorbing set from SZ. '1'hus, SZ is Icss likely to be destabilized
by mutations than all other absorbing sets. At the same tirne, S2 is more easily
reached than other absorbing sets, given any initial state. We will now use the
theorem to determine the stochastically sl.able eonventions in our model.

6

Equilibrium Selection

'1'hcorem 1 stated above enables us to select thosc subsets frorn the set of absorbiug states of Lhe rnodel with no noise which are stochastically stable. hurther,
Proposition 1 ensures that the states within one set oí conventions 2:,, s E {x, y},
differ only with respect to the inhabited location. 'I'hat is, all elements o( Z, are
idcntical up to a rclabcling oC locations. Wc can infcr thaL Il(2~T) - CIZ(Lv), and
vice versa. 'fhe reason is that, since a11 states within one set of conventions 2r,
are identical up to a relabeling of locations, the "most unfavourable" state [rom
which the complement basin of attraction can be reached, i. e. the state from
which the minimum number of Lrembles reyuired to reach the complement sct is
maxirnal (which is ncx.dcd Cor thc comput.al.ion of ('R(.)), is cqual to thc "mosL
favourable" stat-c from which thc basin of att.ra~~tion of that sct, can bc Icft: If all
sFurther, the coradius provides an upper bound for the ezpeclr.d woiGng lime until S2 is
reached from any initial state. 'I'he smaller the coradius, the shorter is the expected wait; i. e.
the Caster will S2 be reached.
~eEllison's result actually refers to a more atringent concept, the modified coradius, and the
theorem below is just a corollary of Ellison's main theorem. However, the modificd coradius is
nol needed in the present context.
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states are identical, all states are equally "favourable" or "uníavourable". As thc
respective basins oí attractiort of the two sets of conventions form a partition of
the state space, leaving one basin of attract.ion, say D(E~), automatically means
entering the other basin of attract.ion, D(Zv ). It follows that the number of trembles required to leave the basin of attraction of one set of conventions is equal to
the number of trembles required to reach I,he basin of attraction of the other set
of conventions, which is the complement set. Intuitively speaking: The cheapest
way out equals the most expensive of the cheapest ways in. Stated formally:
Lemma 1 In thc prescnl madel, R(~:~) - C. R(5'v) nnd R(Ev) - CR(E~), indrpendcnt of lhe parameter p.
Proof Since all elements of 2:~ are identical up to a relabeling of locations, the
following holds. Given any ov E Ev,
c(~~, ov) - c(a~~ av)

Elv' o" E E~.

'fhis implies
rnin c(~~, av) - min c(á~, av) - R(~r)
oy
Oy

Va~

~~~ E

Z~.

(14)

Since the minimum cost c(a,av) to get out of D(~~) is identical for all a E Z:~,
it is also identical to the maximum over o E~~ of this cost, i. e.
m~ne(~,w) - nézxmync(~,ov) - ~`lr(Zv).
Combining ( 14) and (15) yields R(~r) - CR(2:v).
that R(~:v) - CR(Ez).

6.1

(L5)
A similar argument shows
p

Imperfect Information

In t,his sectiou we focus on the crGtic of p~ 0, i. c. playcrs arc ablc to obscrvc
play at a uew locatiou witlt strictly positive probabilit.y. We will show that only
efficient conventions are stochastically stable, provided that the population is not
too small. This model contains t,hc extrerne case of perfect observability (p - 1)
considered by Ely (1995) and Oechssler (1994) as a special case. We show that
the limit set corresponds Lo the set of (efficient) y-conventions by proving thaL
the radius of its basin of attraction exceeds its coradius.
Theorem 2 In the mode! defined above, if p 1 0, the following holds: if N 1
[(a f d- 2c)~(d - 6)] ~ 2, only e~cient conventions are stochastically stable, i. r.
p'(Ev) - 1. Olherwise, anly risk dominant conventians are stocleastically stable,
i. e. p(Ez) - 1.
Praof. We show that the radius of D(Ev) exceeds its coradius if N exceeds the
threshold indicated in the theorem. First, we compute CR(Zv), the minimum
number of t.rembles required to reach D(Ev) from the most unfavourable state
14

outsidc U(2~y). }3ecause of Lemma 1, this number is equal to R(y:~), the minimurn
number of trembles required to leave D(Es), starting from a state in Es. To
compute this number, consider a state o in E~. Proposition 1 ensures that such
states are characterized by a single inhabited location. Call this location L.
Suppose two players simultaneously move to another location L' ~ C(L) and
there switch to strategy y. Call the resultirtg state a'. The average payofl gained
at L' in this state is
rr(L', a') - d 1 rr~(L, o~) - a,
which implies that all ~-players will move írom L to L' in the next period. Further, as p 1 0, there is a positive probability (pN-1) that all N- 2 players will
observe strategy y, and thus switch to y at h'. 'Phus, a' is outside the basin of
attraction of E~, because there is a positive probability that a y-convention will
be reached. Hence, two trembles suffice to leave the basin of attraction of E~,
which means that

R(Es) - CR(Ev) - 2.
Now compute R(Ey), the minimum number of trembles necessary to leave D(Ey),
starting from any y-convention. According Lo Lemma 1, this number is equal
to CR(~:z). Consider a state o E Ey. Proposition 1 ensures that such states
are characterized by a single inhabited location. Call this location L. heaving
the basin of att,raction of a cannot be achieved by some players' moving to a
location outside C(L) and there switching to ~ since these players would gain a
lower payoff than those remaining at L and, as a consequence, no player would
follow to the location where x is played. Therefore, the trembles must be suc}r
that the trembling players switch to x but stay at the location L, or withirt
C(L). Consequently, the number of trembles must be high enough to ensure that
strategy x gains a higher payoff than strategy y in C(L). That is, a necessary
condition for a state a' to be in D(Es) is that v~ 1 v~. I'o transit from o to
U(~x) thus requires enough players' switching to z such that,
vL1v~-

N(d-b)fa-d

a-c~-d-b
This can be achieved by
R(~-v)-CR(Er)-

'

~N(d-b)~a-d~
tl
a-ctd-b

t,rembles. It is easily seen that R(Ey) exceeds CR(~.y) - 2 for N 7 [(a {- d2c)~(d - b)] t 2, and R(F.z) exceeds CR(?.'~) otherwise. The result follows from
~
Thcororn L
In the case of large populations
will generically exceed the lower
establish an efficient equilibrium
degree to which the lower bound

usually presumed in evolutionary models, N
bound [(a f d- 2c)~(d - b)] f`l necessary to
configuration as a conve.ntion. Ifowever, the
on N is restrictive depends orr the paranreters
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of thc rnudcl. In thc sl.agc garnc (2), this buwid would bc ~i.Fi, such that c(licicnt.
conventions arr. stable in populations of six or morc playcrs. Notc that, while the
lower bound on N is su(ficient for the set of efficient conventions to be stable, a
necessary condition for this result is N~ 4. '1'his is becausc v~, C N~l, sincr tl~C~
equilibrium (x, x) is risk dominant (a - c C d- b). Cousequcntly, a necessary
condition for R(~,y) 1 2 is N~2 ~ 2. 'I'his implies that, in populations of less
than five players, only risk dominant conventions prevail in the long run.

6.2

No Information

'This section deals with the extreme case of p- 0, i. c. players who rnovc to a new
location cannot observe the strategies played there and stick Lo their previous
strategy with probability one. In this case, only risk dominant equilibrium configurations can be stochastically stable. 'Phe reason is that CR(Ly) is now much
larger than in the case of p~ 0. If the players have no chance at all to adjust their
strategies after moving to a new location, two t,reenbles do not suffice to reach the
basin of attraction of a y-convention from an x-convention. To see this, consider
a state o E Er where all players live at some location L, and suppose two players
move to another location L' ~ C(L) and switch to y. Call the resulting state a'.
As before, the 2 players at L' gain the maxirnal payoff d. Consequently, all other
N - 2 players will move to L' in the next period. But, since they are unable to
adjust their strategies at the new location, they will continue to play x. Thus,
the numbcr of x-players at L' will be N- 2, which is larger than vi, for N 1 4.
As a consequence, o' is in D(ï~). Thus, two trc.mbles do not suffice to leave the
basin of attraction of any x-convention. lnstead, the number of trembles must
be such that y gains a higher payoff than x in the new state a'. This will be the
case if more than wi players switch to y. It follows that

R(~s) - CR(~y) - IL N(a-c)~d-al
J ~-1,
a-ctd-b
where the first equality follows from Lernma l. An analogous argument yields

J~ 1.
R(~v) - C1~(~r) - IL N(d-b)ta-dl
a-r.-Fd-h
Note that the assumption concerning p does not make any difference with respect
to the computation of R(Ey) and C, R(2~r). The reason is that p afíects the
players' ability to adjust their strategies only íf they move to a location outside
their current neighbourhood. As y convent.ions yiPld a higher payoff than x
conventions, there is always a strong inccntivc to rnove tu a neighbourhood when~
only y is played. Convcrsely, no player would contemplate rnoving away frorn a
location where only y is played. Therefore, an x-convention cannot be reached
from a y-convention by some players moving to another location and switching

1G

to x, because no player would follow. Therefore, the value of p is relevant only
with regard to the computation of CR(~y) and R(E~).
Since (a - c.) 1(d - 6) (the equilibrium ( x, x) is risk dominant), simple computations show that R(i!;r) 1 N~2, whercas CR(Z~) G N~2. According to Theorem
1, this proves the following thc~orem.
Theorem 3 In lhc modr! described abovc, iJ p- 0, oul~ risk dominant conventinns nre stncleaslicall~ stuóle, i. c. tr'(f;r) - I.
"l'he irnpossibility to obscrve play at a new location thus restores the familiar
result that only risk dominant equilibria prevail in t}re long run.
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1?ossible Extensions of the Model

Our basic model may be extended in a variety of ways. For instance, one could
imagine that the degree of observability of play at other locations depend on the
geographical distance between the old and the new location. 'I'o model this, one
has to endow the graph representing the network of locations with a me,tric which
provides a measure for the distance between any two locations. The probability p
would then be inversely related to that distance: 'I'}re larger the distance between
the old and the new location, the smaller the player's chance to observe play at
the new location. Alternatively, one could assume that p varies across players,
i. e. some players learn quicker or more effectively than others. 13oth extensions
make no difference with respect to our equilibrium selection results as long as
the probability p is either (i) strictly positive for all location pairs and for all
players, or (ii) equals zero in all cases. In the first case, Theorem 2 holds, and
the efPrcient convention will be selected. The reason is that, as long as there is a
positive probability that each player observes play at a new locat,ion, two trembles
suffice to leave t,he basin of attraction of the inefficient convention, which means
that the coradius of the basin of attraction of ~y equals 2. Its radius, on the other
hand, is noL affected by variations of p, since p cornes into effect only if players
move to a location outside their present neighbourhood, and D(2;v) cannot be
Icft by any rmmber of players (short of the entire population) moving to another
neighbourhood. Thus, our results are robust with respect to variations of p across
location pairs and~or players.r~
Another interesting extension of the model would be to restrict the players' mobility. '1'his could be done in various ways, for instance by introducing a bound
on the capacity of locations, or allowing for the possibility that players living at
a certain location refuse to let other players imrnigrate; or one could assurne thak
moving incurs a cost. In either catie, Lhe players' freedom of choice with respect.
~~ However, difíerent resulLs might arise if p is positive for some location pairs and~or players,
but zero for others.
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to locations would be restricted: A player who wants to move might be prevented
from doing so because the location of her choice is fully occupied, or she is rofused a residence permiL, or sirnply because moving is too costly. In this varianL
of the model, Proposition 1 no longer holds. lustead, absorbing states are now
characterized by several occupied locations. As a consequence, the coexistence of
both conventions can be observed in absorbing states. To see this, consider the
following simple example. Suppose thcre are only two locations (not connected Lo
each other), and the capacity of each is restricted to half the population. Then,
a state where each location is inhabited by half of the population, and the x
convention prevails at onc location while the y convent,ion prevails at the other,
is absorbing. 'I'his is because, given the impossibility of moving, no player has an
incentive to change her strategy. [Ience, restricting the players mobility might
lead to different results, including the coexisLence of conventions in the society.
While the question of equilibrium selection in this case is outside the scope of the
present paper, doubtless it deserves further consideration in the framework of an
adequate model.
1~ inally, Lhe analysis should be extended to a wider class of games. 'I'his includes
othcr 'l x 2 games, such as the prisoncrs' dilctnrna, as wcll as gamcs with morc
than two st.rategies for each player. ln thc prisoners' dilemma we expect LhaL
only Nash eyuilibriurn configurations can be stochastically stable. 'I'he reason
is that the dorninant strategy will almost always12 gain a higher payofí than the
dominated strategy, such that all players will immediately switch to Lhe dominant
strategy. In the case of coordination games with rnore than two strategies per
player, the basic results remain valid: Only conventions (i. e. states where all
players play the same strategy and live at the same location) are candidates for
stochastically stable states. Further, in games whose equilibria can be strictly
ranked according to efficiency, only the most efficient convention is stochastically
stable, provided that p is positive and the population is not too small.

8

Conclusion

We have shown that, in our evolutionary adaptation model with local interaction and imperfect observability of play at other than the home location, player
mobility ensures efficient conventions as long as there is at least a small chance
that they be able to adjust their strategies optimally immediately after moving
to a new location, which in turn requires a positive probability of observing the
strategy profile at the new location. 'fhis is an extension of the results derived by
Ely (1995) and Oech~sler (1994), who study the case of perfect observability".
~~For a counter example, see Rhode and Stegeman (1996).
13These models consider the best reply rule instead oC the imitation rule. Ilowever, in the
case of coordination gamea, thie makes no difterence. All results derived in this paper also hold
under the best reply rule.
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On Lhc uthc.r hand, our resulLs show Lha1, playcr mobility alonc docs not sul[ice
to ensure efficient conventions: If the playcrs are unable to observe play at a ncw
location, or if they du nul. geL Lhe chance Lo adjnsl. their sLrategies, Lhe prevalence of risk dominant equilibria is restored. MobiliLy is thus a necessary but noL
a suf6cient condition for efficiency.
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